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Romantic partners,  are
a distraction at best and
a drain at worst. So Dani
asks the universe for the
perfect friend-with-
benefits--someone who
knows the score and
knows their way around
the bedroom. When big,
brooding security guard
Zafir Ansari rescues
Dani from a workplace
fire drill gone wrong, it's
an obvious sign.

Take a Hint, Dani
Brown by Talia
Hibbert

Leena is too young to
feel stuck. Eileen is too
old to start over. It's
time for the switch.
Will this grandmother
and granddaughter
learn that switching
lives isn't always
straightforward.

The Switch by
Beth O'Leary

Nine years ago,
Vivienne handles the
worst breakup of her
life, with a curse on
her ex. Now her ex's
curse is causing havoc
and they must set
aside their differences
to save their town.

The Ex Hex by Erin
Sterling



Violinist Anna Sun is
struggling with
burnout learns to
embrace the
unexpected-and Quan
Diep, the man she
enlists to help her.

The Heart
Principle by Helen
Hoang

After her younger
step-sister drops off
an infant and skips
town, Vanessa is
housebound. The last
person she expects to
help is her wickedly
hot next-door
neighbor, Adrian
Copeland, who she
barely knows.

Lifes' Too Short by
Abby Jimenez

Dev Deshpande has
believed in fairy tales,
and he has spent his
career crafting them
for the reality dating
show Ever After, even
thoug his own love life
crashes and burns.
That is, until the show
casts disgraced tech
wunderkind Charlie
Winshaw as its star.

The Charm
Offensive by
Alison Cochrun

Ruthie Midona will
work in Providence's
front office, and be at
the Parloni's beck and
call, forever. That's
sort of her life plan.
Until, Teddy Prescott
blows into her life.

Second First
Impressions by
Sally Thorne

August doesn't believe
in much, until Jane.
Beautiful, impossible
Jane.  The person
August looks forward
to seeing on the train
every day.  When
August realizes her
subway crush is
impossible in more
ways than one-
namely,she thinks
maybe it's time to start
believing.

One Last Stop by
Casey McQuiston

Three years ago,
Katrina and Nathan's
cowriting was topping
bestseller lists. But on
the heels of their
greatest success, they
ended their
partnership on bad
terms, for reasons
neither would divulge.
They haven't spoken
since, until they're
forced to reunite for
their one final book.

The Roughest
Draft by Emily
Wibberley

Kareena dreams of
having the perfect love
story. Prem has a
reputation as a heart-
health expert. When
their dating goes awry,
Prem has to fix it and
his reputation and
Kareena is is only
option.

Dating Dr. Dil by
Nisha Sharma

A restless young
journalist with big
dreams interviews a
Hollywood heartthrob-
-and, ten years later,
it's clear that their
time together meant
more than meets the
eye.

Funny You Should
Ask by Elissa
Sussman

 Dannie experiences
her life in the future. A
dream? A Vision? 
 Determined to ignore
the odd experience,
she files it away in the
back of her mind. That
is, until four-and-a-
half years later, when
Dannie meets the very
same man from her
long-ago vision.

In Five Years by
Rebecca Serle


